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Introduction 

Pandemic clearing the world, COVID-19, has delivered an enormous extent of labour force unfit 

to drive to work, as to alleviate spread of the infection. This has brought about the two bosses 

and representatives looking for elective work game plans, particularly in a high-speed 

metropolitan like Hong Kong. Due to pandemic, most of the IT sectors are accumulating their 

work through work from home (WFH). Subsequently WFH has become an approach needed for 

most governments. In doing so, arrangements should be made remembering the reasonableness 

for two managers and workers. In any case, this current circumstance gives extraordinary 

understanding into how well telecommuting functions, and may assume an essential part in 

future arrangements that reshape the current construction of working hours, conceivably 

considering greater adaptability.  

Challenges companies face 

Work-home interference 

It alludes to a cycle of adverse connection between the work and home spaces; little 

consideration has been paid to genuine cycles engaged with inside individuals, everyday 

administration of work and home (Schieman et al., 2021, p.237). Consequently, this examination 

explored if, and how, a worldwide report for the person of WHI is reflected in everyday reports 

of WHI, in representatives' day by day action designs in the work and home space, and in their 

day-by-day wellbeing and prosperity. Exertion Recuperation hypothesis gave a hypothetical 

premise to this examination. Information was gathered among scholastic staff individuals who 

finished an overall survey, tending to worldwide WHI just as demographical data, and who 

additionally took part in a 5-day every day journal study. WHI was estimated utilizing the 8-

thing WHI subscale of the Survey Work–home Interaction Nijmegen (SWING), with an adjusted 

adaptation being utilized for journal examinations. 

Distraction at Home 

Family matters are unavoidable regardless of the amount they love their family; there's no 

denying their capacity to divert them from work. They can't divert head from a crying youngster 

or tune out their accomplice when they have significant inquiries to pose to them. TVs at home 
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are more averse to usefulness than their TV (Xiaoet al., 2021, p.181). Television is maybe 

generally risky of all work from home interruptions since it's so natural to slip into a daze and 

lose minutes and long stretches of work time. Regardless of whether it's Netflix, daytime dramas, 

or infomercials they don't really think often about, it just requires seconds for television to trap 

them and channel their efficiency of work. 

 

Ineffective Communication 

 

Workers had never telecommuted preceding Covid-19. For some chiefs, possibility of presenting 

distant working implied expanded concern around lower levels of efficiency, representatives 

burning through organization time or essentially works jobs not being viable with working 

outside of office. Pandemic has moved their attitude toward working far off (Iheduru, 2021, 

p.e12382). An authorized push out of office and into home has shown that workers are fit for 

completing positions somewhere else; with some referring to that they are much more useful at 

home. On top of this, many individuals have tracked down that telecommuting accompanies 

added advantages like additional time with their families, setting aside cash, and expanded 

adaptability in working timetables – much of time, prompting a superior balance between fun 

and serious activities. 

Self-discipline of employees 

Self-restraint begins with having an arrangement and adhering to it. Need to have a timetable that 

would assist with staying aware of their focus and inspiration all through entire day. Keeping up 

and following a legitimate timetable will help they keep off any interruptions (Wang et al., 2021, 

p.16). In an event that they find they can't have a composed timetable and deal with an issue 

adhering to it, they can utilize versatile applications to assist them with arranging their day and 

work efficiently. Regular breaks assist an individual with expanding their viability and 

productivity. It keeps them new even in the wake of working hours on something. Dress like an 

office to maintain discipline and work regularity. Not having a proper work environment can 

distract them to doing their work.  

Future employment requirements  
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COVID-19 pandemic disturbed work showcases around the world during 2020. Transient results 

were abrupt and frequently serious: A huge number of individuals were furloughed or lost 

positions, and others quickly acclimated to telecommuting as workplaces shut. Numerous 

different labourers were considered fundamental and kept on working in clinics and 

supermarkets, on waste vehicles and in distribution centres, yet under new conventions to lessen 

spread of novel COVID-19 (Chung et al., 2020, p.07). Pandemic's drawn-out impact on 

utilization and potential for an expansive recuperation drove by improved efficiency and 

development. Associations hoped to adjust their methods of working because of emergency, they 

tracked down that, in many—however not all—portions of world, and innovation was not most 

prominent test. 

Adoption of new technology 

Covid-19 pandemic has frustrated existences of understudies and, tragically, will most likely 

lasting affect their future scholastic lives. That gone generally understated is that it has made 

undeniably more challenges in agricultural nations (Waizenegger et al., 2020, p.429). This is 

because of the way that these nations were at that point ailing in Web openness, e-learning 

arrangements suppliers, and government approaches for creating limited instruction innovation. 

Understudies likewise need individual assets. In dealing with the Covid-19 have an emergency 

situation is better than numerous nations. Speeding up selection of specific innovations 

organizations are additionally setting themselves up for potential huge scope issues like 

information breaks and cataclysmic events. Numerous companies have needed to build their 

cyber security to help make up for presence of a portable labour force, representatives utilizing 

individual gadgets, and to guarantee that working environment information stays secure. 

 

Lack of access to information 

Pandemic has uncovered how significant it is for data to stream openly and fill in as the reason 

for dynamic by the two governments and residents. Never is admittance to data as significant as 

now and again when basic choices are being made that will influence lives, vocations, and rights. 

During a health crisis, for example, this exact data can help save lives, implying that opportune 

admittance to data can involve life and demise (Alonzo et al., 2021, p.2076402). It is sensible to 
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believe that pandemic would have played out diversely if an episode had begun in a country 

other than China, a state wherein the space for common society is shut in both law and work, 

prohibiting residents from practicing their opportunities of affiliation, articulation, and tranquil 

get together. 

Procrastination  

Considerable lot of us are encountering a serious level of pressure at this moment, regardless of 

whether because of tension about the condition of the world, social detachment, joblessness, 

extra providing care obligations, or potentially managing disease and misfortune. For those lucky 

enough to stay at work or resume their once furloughed positions, nervousness can in any case 

leak in and make usefulness testing (Rahimi, 2021, p.110852). Generally, this sensation of 

nervousness is an after-effect of overestimating the number of assignments we have the data 

transfer capacity to complete. For many individuals, tension feeds hair-splitting. In this way, 

when it's an ideal opportunity to at last face an intensifying heap of obligations, we keep away 

from smallest possibility of wrecking and conveying anything shy of our best. Hesitation can be 

an approach to settle on that briefer decision, like, no, I very don't have the energy for that at this 

moment. 

Solutions 

Workload balance  

Maintenance of a good workload balance has been always helpful in managing business during 

certain stressful situations. The requirement of a good workload balance has saved many 

companies from shutting down due to the ongoing pandemic situation. This has further helped 

the employees to continue work from the comfort of their home. A perfect makes an employee 

capable to take actions and also perform a large volume of work in order to develop top quality 

results. Attacking a large number of tasks at once will decrease the quality of the projects as a 

whole (Wang et al., 2021, p.16). Therefore, a perfect workload balance is must in order to 

successfully run the business during this hard time.  

Monitoring 

Monitoring is a very important tool in any type of business organization. It helps to gather 

information about the efficiency of the management and employees. This is also helpful in order 
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to identify problems inside the organization in order to provide the best possible solution and 

focus more on the tasks (Kaliopeet al., 2017, p.382). It also helps to highlight opportunities and 

set goals for the organization. It is a very important tool that is used by the management in order 

to identify the weaknesses and strengths of an employee and provide them with required training. 

This helps the company to become more efficient and increase productivity. 

Social supports 

Social support like trust and belief helps the employees to uplift their moral spirits during such 

difficult times. It is very important to have a good bonding between the employees in order to be 

able to communicate freely with each other and also helps from feelings of depression. After 

looking at the current scenarios of the market, it is natural for any person to suffer from the 

feeling of negative thoughts. Therefore, each and every employee of the company should try to 

uplift the morale spirits of each other by maintaining a positive attitude towards every issue 

(Kent de Grey et al., 2018, p.787).  

Designing high quality remote work 

It is a very important task to maintain the quality of work when doing any work from the home. 

Employees should become more responsible and monitor the tasks that they are doing currently 

in order to reduce the chances of errors and the need to redesign in future (Charalampous et al., 

2019, p.51). Therefore, it is very essential to attend daily meetings and tell the authority about 

the status of the project in order to finish it within the given deadline. The employees should also 

take care of their health when doing work from some remote locations or homes in order to be 

able to keep working and complete the assigned task (Felstead and Henseke, 2017, p.195). 

Provide several different communication technology options 

It is very important to provide several different communication platforms while employees are 

doing work from home. It is quite natural that a certain type of communication technology may 

be hampered due to a natural calamity like bad weather (Eid et al., 2021, p.1575). Therefore, 

there should always be some secondary options that should be made available to the employees. 

The internet facility that is widely used these days in order to communicate with each other in 

the forms of e-mails may get disrupted. At times when there is a power cut in the area. 

Therefore, traditional techniques like phone calls should be used instead of modern technologies 

(Ye et al., 2020, p.3133).  
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Staying organized  

Connection with all employees virtually shall eradicate the challenges of working from home 

during this pandemic. Team leaders shall communicate accordingly to the employees and make 

an easy approach to the task virtually (Georgiadou et al. 2021, p.15). Employees must contact 

the supervisors to seek help when issues occur. Sincerity and dedication of the job should be 

present since it is a work from home process. Minor mistakes should be avoided in order to 

reduce pressure on team leaders. Employees must keep their systems updated in order to avoid 

loss of time and to access quick service (Savić et al.2020, p. 101).      

Time management  

Employees must be attentive with their work. They must be quick and meticulous towards their 

job role. Quick handling and completing of tasks shall help employees to check their task thrice 

before submitting to the hierarchies (Aeon and Aguinis, 2017, p309). Cooperation is a crucial 

part to overcome this challenge.  Employees should interact with all others and discuss issues 

among themselves. Team leaders should be informed about every issue that an employee is 

facing. Through cooperation and management of time team leaders can reach a quick solution 

(Wong et al., 2020, p.101997). Employees hovering on internet must be very effective regarding 

time management, since no electric power Wi-Fi cannot function and delay with official tasks 

can create a serious issue within an organisation, which can affect an employee's career (Yang et 

al., 2018, p.3401).       

Reflecting future decisions 

Organisations are bound to follow government orders. Unless the government applies unlock in 

the cities, organisations cannot conduct working in office. Thus, it is necessary to cooperate with 

time and maintain pace. Future decisions of these organisations according to me shall be 

conducting work from home policy in order to stop spreading of infection. With the application 

of backbone technologies such as usage of VPN, data backup, network security, protection from 

malwares, and engagement with tech-tools like GoTo meeting or Google meet, can access all the 

employees in official work very fast. Since the employees are working from home, they can 

complete their job task any time within a fixed date. Online training should be given for 

progressive work done.  I believe support from organisations will boost employees to perform 
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better since employees are not facing official colleagues to solve issues.  According to me, the 

presence of superior internet connection for all employees will result in faster processing of jobs.   

Conclusion 

Therefore, it can be seen that the arrival of covid-19 has affected not only human health but has 

broken technological connections. With reference to this context, how to overcome this tragic 

situation is discussed well in above paragraphs. Employees and organisation that need to work 

progressively must follow this context. Guidance and solutions to problems are described to 

sustain organizational growth. The reflective study of this context discusses how to boost work 

done being at a remote zone. Sincerity and collaboration are the only way to stop the challenges 

becoming intense. Both organisation and employees must work hand in hand to reduce work 

pressure and promote quality tasks even being at home.      
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